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Abstract—With increasing global competition of intellectual
property, a large number of unstructured patent texts are gener-
ated for technology protection. The ocean of patent texts include
many long sentences about technologies, technical functions,
technical effects and complexity relations between them, which
make it difficult to textual representation and mining. To solve
the above issues, we represent a patent by its technical function-
effects, which are mined from the patent. The model represents
functions/effects by valence utility-technologies and represents
text by association relations between functions and effects.
We evaluate our model by comparing with the state-of-the-art
models on the patent data set. The results show that our model
outperforms other models in evaluation measurement. Such
representation can be applied to patent information retrieval and
patent text analysis.

Index Terms—patent text, representation, function-effect

I. INTRODUCTION

With the economic globalization, technological innova-
tion are fueling the knowledge-economy increase. To realize
innovation-driven economic development, it is urgent to create,
protect and applicant for the patents.

Manually reading and comparing the ocean of patents is
time-consuming, since the patents have many long sentences
which include some technologies, technical functions, tech-
nical effects and some complex relations between them. As
shown in Fig.1(a), the original claim of patent1 have many
long sentences, which consist of technical terms(marked by
blue font) and utility terms(marked by green font). Some
implicit relations are included in the patent as well, such as
the utility-technology relation between ’control’ and ’control
device’and the function-effect relation between ’use: wireless
communication’, ’provide: control device’ and ’control: toy
client’ in Fig.1(b).

Compared with the expected representation in Fig.1(b),
most previous representation models lack some aspects of
consideration to these technical functions/effects and their
relations.

The current textual representation are summarized into three
categories:

1) Concept-based models. The concept-based models of-
ten represent text by a set of concepts, which in-
clude explicit textual representation and implicit text
representation. 1) In explicit textual representation, a
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Fig. 1. Compared with original claim, the structured claim consist of some
utility-technologies and function-effects.

concept, a topic or a text is represented by a vector,
where each element corresponds to a clear seman-
tic meanings. The most used models include vector
space model(VSM)[1, 2], explicit semantic analysis
model(ESA)[3], probability-based topic model, object
attribute model(OAR)[4] etc. 2) Implicit textual rep-
resentation models map the textual information to a
latent vector space. The semantic information is often
no-interpretable. The most used models include implic-
it semantic analysis model(LSA)[5], neuron-language
model (NLM)[6, 7], segment vector model(PV)[8], hy-
perspace simulation language model(HAL)[8, 9] and
word2vec[10, 11].

2) Relation-based models. Relation based models often
represent text as a set of concepts and their relation-
s. Shinmori represents patent claims by six types of
relation(process, composition, characteristics, premise,
combination)[12]. Okamoto represents patent claims by
verb-nouns relations[13]. Luo represents text by associ-
ation relations[14]. Besides, the relations can form some
networks, such as semantic linking network[15], associa-
tion linking network[16] and knowledge graphs[17–19].

3) Other models. Temporal, citation and other features are
considered in textual representation[20–24].

When the above models are used in patent textual represen-
tation, the limitations are summarized as follows.

1) Overlooked technical functions/effects in the patent.
Most previous models represent a patent by some tech-
nical terms(the nouns) other than the functions/effects
of the patent.



2) Neglected the relations between functions and effects.
Most models only focus on the association relations
between technical terms other than the function-effects.

To overcome the above limitations, we propose a patent
function-effect representation and its mining method, by which
each the patent is represented by some function-effects. The
remainders of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the preliminary knowledge. Section 3 proposes a
function-effect based patent representation. Section 4 gives a
mining method of function-effect. Section 5 reports experi-
ments. Section 6 makes conclusion.

II. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE

Valence is a term in chemistry, which refers to the ability
of an atom to combine with other atoms. In linguistics,
valence refers to the number of arguments(nouns) a verb
carries. Inspired by the hypothesis of valence theory, each
function/effect of the technology can be represented by the
hypothesis of valence theory.

Definition 1: Hypothesis of Valence Theory(HV T )

HV T = {V T k|0 ≤ k < |HV T |−1} (1)

V T k = {vtki |0 ≤ i < |V T k|−1, |vtki |= k} (2)

vtki = vk(i,0) : tk(1:|vtki |)
(3)

Where v denotes a utility term; t denotes a technical term;
V T (k) is a set of k-valenc utility-technologies; vtki is the ith

a utility-technology in V T (k); |vtki | denotes the number of
technical term in vtki .

For the claims of the previous patent, the hypothesis of
valence theory(HV T ) is shown in TableI.

TABLE I
HYPOTHESIS OF VALENCE THEORY OF THE PATENT CLAIMS

HV T (p) HV T (p) = {V T 1, V T 2, V T 3}
V T 1 v9 : t4, v10 : t6, v2 : t2t3, v3 : t3t4, v4 : t4t1
V T 2 v5 : t4t5, , v7 : t7t8, v8 : t7t1, v11 : t2t9, v1 : t1t9, v12 : t1t10, v13 : t10t11
V T 3 v6 : t2t4t6

Technical Terms: t1:remote control toy, t2:client, . . . t11: pre-programmed program
Utility Terms: v1: control, v2: use, v3: provide, . . . v12: perform, v13: base

HVT can represent fucntions/effects of the patent by utility-
technologies.

III. FUNCTION-EFFECT BASED PATENT REPRESENTATION

To represent the functions, the effects and their relations, a
patent function-effect representation model is proposed.
Definition 2: Function-effect Representation(FR)

FR = {Φk|0 ≤ k < |FR|−1} (4)

Φk = {φki |0 ≤ i < |Φk|−1, |φki |= k} (5)

φki = vtk(i,1:|φk
i |−1)

→ vtk(i,0) (6)

where Φk denotes a set of k-degree function-effects; φki
denotes the ith function-effect in Φk; |φki | denotes the degree
of φki ; vtk(i,j) denotes the jth utility-technology in φki .

TABLE II
FUNCTION-EFFECT REPRESENTATION OF THE PATENT CLAIMS

FR(p) FR(p) = {Φ(0),Φ(2)}
Φ0 φ0

1 = vt4, φ
(0
2 = vt5, φ

0
3 = vt6, φ

0
4 = vt7, φ

0
5 = vt13

Φ(2) φ2
1 = vt2vt3 → vt1, φ

2
2 = vt9vt10 → vt8, φ

2
3 = vt11vt1 → vt12

valence utility-technologies: vt ∈ HV T in tableI

The function-effect representation(FR) of the previous
patent claims is shown in TableII.

For the previous patent, its function-effect representation is
shown in TableII.

TABLE III
SYMBOLS AND DESCRIPTION

Symbols Description
V = {vi|0 ≤ i < |V |−1} a set of utility terms
T = {ti|0 ≤ i < |T |−1} a set of technical terms

lcki = tk
(i,1:|lcki |−1)

→ tk
(i,0)

a association relation between technical terms

|lc(k)i | the degree of lc(k)i
LCk = {lcki |0 ≤ i < |LCk|−1} a set of k-degree relations

HLC = {LCk|0 ≤ k < |HLC|−1} hypothesis of linear concept
vtki = vk

(i,0)
: tk

(1:|vtki |)
a k-valence utility-technology

|vt(k,i)0 | the valence of vtki
V Tk = {vtki |0 ≤ i < |V Tk|−1} a set of k-valence utility-technologies

HV T = {V T (k)|0 ≤ k < |HV T |−1} hypothesis of valence theory
φki = vtk

(i,1:|φ(k)
i |−1)

→ vtk
(i,0)

a k-degree function-effect

|φki | the degree of φki
Φk = {φki |0 ≤ i < |Φk|−1} a set of k-degree function-effects

FR = {Φk|0 ≤ k < |MV FR|−1} function-effect representation

IV. FUNCTION-EFFECT MINING METHOD

The function-effect representation(FR) is mined by the steps
as shown in Algo.1, including 1) generation process of utility-
technologies for obtaining functions/effcts in Algo.2, 2) gen-
eration process of transaction of functions/effcts in algo.3 and
3) mining association relation between functions and effects
for obtaining function-effects of the patent by Eq.7.

In Algo.2, the valence relations between verb terms and
noun terms are obtained by pos tagging and dependency pars-
ing2 from the claims and the abstract of a patent, which will
generates different utility-technologies as functions/effects.

Given the functions/effcts, Algo.3 generates some trans-
actions of the functions/effcts, where each sentence can be
regards as a transaction consist of functions/effcts.

Given the transactions of functions/effcts, Algo.1 mines the
relations of functions and effects with support and confidence
large than some threshold values by Eq.7, resulting in the
function-effect representation.

∣∣ vtk(i,1:k−1)
⋂
vtk(i,0) = ∅

vtk(i,1:k−1) → vtki,0
∣∣ sup(vtk(i,1:k−1) → vtk(i,0)) > θs∣∣ conf(vtk(i,1:k−1) → vtk(i,0)) > θc

 .

(7)

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct some experiments to validate
the effectiveness of our representation model.

2https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/



Algorithm 1: Mining Process of FR

Input: the abstract pA, the claim pC , the description pD

of a patent p
Output: the function-effects FR(p) of p

1 initialize FR = ∅;
2 generate utility-technologies as functions/effects,

HVT=Algo.2(pA, pC) ;
3 generate transactions of functions/effects,
Trans=Algo.3(HV T, pD) ;

4 if φki = vtk(i,1:k−1) → vtk(i,0) is consistent with Eq.7 then
5 Φk = Φk

⋃
φki ;

6 end
7 return FR = {Φk|0 ≤ k < |FR|−1};

Algorithm 2: generation process of utility-technologies as
functions/effects
Input: pA = {si|0 ≤ i < |pA|−1},

pC = {si|0 ≤ i < |pC |−1}
Output: HV T (pA, pC) = {V T k|0 ≤ k < |HV T |−1}

1 initialize {V T (k) = ∅|0 ≤ k < |HV T |−1};
2 for s ∈ pA ∪ pC do
3 parse dependency tree tree(s);
4 if {t1:k} directly dependent the same v0 in tree(s)

then
5 V T k = V T k

⋃
v0 : t1:k;

6 end
7 end
8 return utility-technologies
HV T = {V T k|0 ≤ k < |HV T |−1};

Algorithm 3: generation process of function/effect trans-
actions
Input: HV T , pD = {si|0 ≤ i < |pD|−1}
Output: Trans = {ts(k)|0 ≤ k < |Trans|−1}

1 initialize transaction Trans = ∅;
2 for s ∈ pD do
3 ts = ∅;
4 for vt ∈ V T of HV T do
5 if vt ⊆ s then
6 ts = ts

⋃
vt;

7 end
8 end
9 Trans = Trans

⋃
ts;

10 end
11 return Trans;

A. Experimental Datasets

Patent data are downloaded from U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office(USPTO)3, which is used in our experiments.

The patents used in our experiments are shown in table IV.
The patent CPC codes of each patent are regarded its the multi-
label, which are shown in table V. There are 4446 patents from
9 CPC codes.

TABLE IV
THE DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Source USTPO
Data Set A B C D E F G H Y

#code 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Number 1256 1508 504 65 279 746 2053 1594 211

Total Number 4446

TABLE V
PATENT DATA WITH MULTI-LABEL

the number of patent Multi-Label
(ABCDEFGHY)

592 000000100
522 000000110
436 100000000
. . . . . .

B. Baseline Models

We compare function-effect representation(FR) with follow-
ing state-of-the-art representation models:

1) Vector Space Model (VSM)[1]: VSM is a concept-based
model. For VSM, each patent is represented a vector, in
which the word is encoded by one-hot.

2) Power Series Representation(PSR)[14]: PSR is a
relation-based model. For PSR, each patent is repre-
sented by some association relations between technical
terms.

C. Evaluation Measurements

Effective representation should have better performance in
semantic clustering. The patents with the same CPC code are
likely to cluster together. The clustering results are compared
with the multi-labels of patent. We use a widely used evalu-
ation measurements in our experiments. The precision, recall,
F-measure are used to measure the class code predicted by the
model with the reference codes.

Precision is calculated by,

P =
TP

TP + FP
(8)

Recall is calculated by,

R =
TP

TP + FN
(9)

F-measure is calculated by,

F =
2× P ×R
P +R

(10)

3www.uspto.gov
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Fig. 2. (a) F-Measure under different support[0.02, 0.10], confidence 0.6.
(b) F-Measure under support 0.04, different confidence[0.2, 1.0].

where TP denotes true positive; TN denotes true negative;
FP denotes false positive; FN denotes false negative.

D. Experimental Setups

For each patent p in the data set, we make experiment as
follows.

1) Represent the patent by function-effect representa-
tion(FR), vector space model (VSM) and Power Series
Representation(PSR) in sectionV-B;

2) Cluster each patent by K-means method and each patent
p are clustered into top k multi-clusters with most
similarity(k equals to the number of different CPC codes
in the patent multi-label);

3) Compare and evaluate the results on the evaluation
measurement in the section V-C.

E. Experimental Results

The F-measure on 9 different CPC number codes under
different support are shown in TableVI. The results are shown
respectively in Fig.2 (a). For the experimental data, the highest
average F-Measure of the 9 CPC number codes is obtained
when the support is 0.04.

TABLE VI
F-MEASURE UNDER DIFFERENT SUPPORT IN RANGE[0.02,0.10] AND

CONFIDENCE 0.6

Meas. sup 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

F-Measure

0.02 0.3997 0.2048 0.0200 0.5408 0.1071 0.3921 0.2410 0.0815 0.4365
0.04 0.3506 0.0742 0.1256 0.6237 0.2820 0.2113 0.3663 0.5137 0.0884
0.06 0.2357 0.4390 0.6256 0.5115 0.2015 0.3814 0.0791 0.0265 0.1158
0.08 0.3987 0.5211 0.1969 0.4235 0.1113 0.4517 0.0326 0.0680 0.2454
0.10 0.2145 0.4128 0.2394 0.0300 0.4068 0.4580 0.1061 0.5355 0.0728

The F-Measure on 9 CPC number codes under different
confidence are shown int TableVII. The results are shown
respectively in Fig.2(b). For the experimental data, the highest
average F-Measure of the 9 CPC number codes is obtained
when the confidence is 0.6.

TABLE VII
F-MEASURE UNDER SUPPORT 0.04, DIFFERENT CONFIDENCE[0.2, 1.0]

Meas. sup 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

F-Measure

0.2 0.0647 0.2508 0.1015 0.2061 0.3945 0.4433 0.5514 0.4061 0.0342
0.4 0.4033 0.1942 0.3960 0.5572 0.1028 0.0707 0.0275 0.2381 0.4650
0.6 0.3506 0.0741 0.1256 0.6237 2820 0.2113 0.3663 0.5136 0.0884
0.8 0.1062 0.5705 0.1989 0.0742 0.0268 0.2218 0.4709 0.4089 0.4284
1.0 0.5465 0.2383 0.4121 0.1098 0.3943 0.0646 0.4569 0.1991 0.0193

TABLE VIII
PRECISION, RECALL AND F-MEASURE FOR THREE MODELS

Meas. Model 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Precision FR 0.3067 0.0387 0.0673 0.4578 0.1657 0.1566 0.2787 0.3491 0.0463
PSR 0.3043 0.0111 0.0474 0.3681 0.1648 0.1555 0.2499 0.1290 0.0451
VSM 0.1626 0.0156 0.0450 0.1580 0.1072 0.1202 0.1188 0.2426 0.0431

Recall FR 0.4091 0.8642 0.9492 0.9778 0.9453 0.3249 0.5344 0.9716 0.9618
PSR 0.3931 0.5420 0.5116 0.3401 0.3481 0.2727 0.3214 0.4507 0.3862
VSM 0.0453 0.0544 0.0457 0.2133 0.1669 0.1303 0.0393 0.0207 0.1503

F-Measure FR 0.3506 0.0742 0.1256 0.6237 0.2820 0.2113 0.3663 0.5137 0.0884
PSR 0.3430 0.0218 0.0867 0.3536 0.2296 0.980 0.2812 0.2006 0.0808
VSM 0.0709 0.0243 0.0453 0.1815 0.1305 0.1250 0.0590 0.0381 0.0670
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Fig. 3. (a), (b), (c) are the Precision, Recall and F-Measure under different
models.

When keep support 0.04 and confidence 0.6, the precision,
recall and F-measure on the results obtained by our model
compared with that of the baseline models. The comparative
results are shown in table VIII.

Fig.3(a), (b) and (c) show the comparative results. The
results show that our model outperforms the baseline models
in precision, recall and F-measure.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a function-effect based patent
representation model. The contributions of our model are
summarized as follow.

1) To represent the functions/effects in a patent, the
function-effect representation which is inspired by hy-
pothesis of valence theory, represents functions/effects
by multi-valence utility-technologies;

2) To represent the function-effects in a patent, the
function-effect representation, which is inspired by hy-
pothesis of linearity concept, represents patent function-
effects by multi-degree association relations between
functions and effects.

Compared with the baseline models, the function-effect
representation exhibits good performance in precise, recall and
F-measures in the clustering task.
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